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Abstract
Intelligent virtual environments have proven their value as educational tools many times until 
today.  However,  the  educational  value  of  the  process  of  intelligent  virtual  environment 
development itself is still to be adequately explored. In this paper, we present a methodology 
for teaching Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality topics to Computer Science students 
based  on  the  process  of  intelligent  virtual  environment  development  using  our  REVE 
platform, as well as a case study in an academic course context. The case study is a complete, 
agent-driven  strategy  game  developed  by  students  in  the  Department  of  Informatics, 
University of Piraeus.
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1. Introduction
Intelligent virtual environments (IVEs) are computer systems used to simulate worlds 
inhabited by autonomous embodied entities. The simulated worlds generated by IVEs 
are referred to as virtual worlds, while the entities that inhabit them are referred to as 
intelligent virtual agents (IVAs).

Frequently regarded as the result of a merging between Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Virtual Reality (VR), IVEs have many applications, in areas such as simulation, 
human-computer  interaction,  drama  and  narrative,  entertainment,  and  education 
[Aylett et al (2001)]. Especially as regards the latter, numerous case studies as well as 
real-world  applications  have  been  presented  until  today  that  employ  IVEs  as 
educational tools. Those efforts systematically exploit the inherent capacity of IVEs 
to  offer  immersive,  multimodal,  grasping  experiences,  frequently  on  a  multi-user 
level.  They  present  users  with  alternative  learning  environments  and  paradigms 
where, often, the elements of tutoring by intelligent virtual agents and collaboration 
with other users are dominant.

However, what seems to be largely unexplored is the educational potential of the very 
process  of  IVE  development.  A  typical  IVE  relies  heavily  on  methods  and 
technologies  from  both  AI  –  such  as  knowledge  representation  and  reasoning, 



behaviour  generation,  emotion  modelling,  and  natural  language  synthesis  and 
recognition – and VR – 3D graphics and technologies for user -computer interaction. 
Therefore, it seems quite likely that Computer Science (CS) students of an academic 
level  would  gain  substantial  benefits  it  they  were  to  both  study  and  apply  such 
methods and technologies in a specific context as is IVE development. In such a case, 
a  target  IVE  application  would  not  only  provide  students  with  a  conceptual 
framework upon which their  work  could be organized and progress,  but  generate 
significant  motivation as  well,  standing as  a concrete,  tangible goal.  Furthermore, 
given that the key element in that process of IVE development is integration [Gratch 
et al (2002)], students would have to face several dilemmas, at both a design and a 
practical  level,  something  that  would  help  them  improve  their  general  software 
development skills and grasp of CS concepts.

In this paper, we present our attempts towards a methodology for teaching AI- and 
VR-related topics to CS students, built upon the process of IVE development. We 
focus on AI and VR as those two topics are most pertinent to IVEs. The methodology 
is based on the  REVE Representation for Virtual Environments [Anastassakis et al 
(2011)][Anastassakis (2011)], and relies on specific tools that have been developed 
by  us  and  are  readily  and  freely  available  to  students  via  a  dedicated  website 
[Anastassakis (2011)]. The tools are designed so as to give students the opportunity to 
investigate the theoretical background of several IVE-specific issues, such as virtual  
world  design  and  virtual  agent  behaviour  generation,  as  well  as  produce  fully-
functional  applications based on their  findings.  Over the past  two years,  we have 
applied  the  methodology  to  both  BSc  and  MSc  courses  in  the  Department  of 
Informatics, University of Piraeus, and have obtained encouraging results.

In the rest of this paper, Section 2 provides a brief overview of related work. Section  
3 introduces a high-level architecture for IVEs and briefly describes the procedures 
and tools the proposed methodology involves. In Section 4 we present a case study 
produced  by  a  group  of  students  according  to  the  methodology.  We  discuss  our 
conclusions in Section 5.

2. Related Work
The  educational  power  of  IVEs  has  been  acknowledged  as  early  as  almost  two 
decades  ago  [Psotka  (1995)].  Nevertheless,  until  today,  focus  has  been  almost  
exclusively  on  using  IVEs  as  providers  of  engaging,  information-rich  and,  often, 
collaborative tutoring environments (for recent reviews and current trends, see [De 
Freitas et al (2010)] and [Mikropoulos et al (2011)]). The potential of the very process 
of IVE development to provide educational benefits has, at the very least, not been 
sufficiently explored, with but a few exceptions.

In [Brom et al (2008)] the problem is also identified with an emphasis on intelligent 
virtual agents. The authors present their own teaching methodology that relies on the 



Pogamut  2  platform  and  the  Unreal  Tournament  2004  game  engine.  Their 
methodology was used during an academic course and a high-school workshop of 
relevant  subjects.  Attempts  specifically involving computer  games  have also been 
presented. For instance, [Jones (2000)] discusses how efficient teaching of various 
computer-science concepts and increased student enthusiasm were achieved through a 
project-oriented game design and development CS course. More recently, computer 
game development has been used as a means to increase students' understanding of  
concepts related to computer graphics in particular [Sung et al  (2007)] and CS in 
general [Sung (2009)]. Wong et al use computer games to motivate students in their 
study of AI- and Robotics-related topics [Wong et al (2010)].

All  of  the  above  efforts  have  one  thing  in  common:  they  apply  systematic 
methodologies related – each to a certain degree – to AI and VR, and involve hands-
on programming and use of development-oriented platforms and tools,  in order to 
broaden  the  perspectives  of  CS  students,  provide  them  with  engaging  studying 
paradigms and increase the effectiveness of the teaching process.

3. Intelligent Virtual Environments with REVE Worlds and SARA
The proposed methodology yields IVEs based on the architecture shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1. IVEs based on REVE Worlds and SARA



In the above Figure, an IVE appears as a system of components:
 The REVE Worlds system is an implementation of all components of a typical 

IVE (virtual world rendering, initialization, user-interface as well as virtual 
agent  bodies  with abilities  for  perception and action)  except  virtual  agent 
behaviour, which is generated by custom external applications.

 SARA is a Java library that facilitates the development of external behaviour-
generation applications for virtual agents in the REVE Worlds system.

 AIP is a protocol that standardizes communication between virtual bodies in 
the REVE Worlds system and external behaviour-generation applications.

 VERL is an XML-based language that can be used to define virtual worlds for 
the REVE Worlds system.

Underlying  all  of  the  above is  the  REVE representation,  an abstract,  yet  readily-
realizable  specification  for  (a)  IVEs  as  systems  of  components  with  standard 
responsibilities,  (b)  virtual  worlds  as  collections  of  virtual  objects  with  physical  
properties, semantics and functionality, and (c) a model of perception and action for 
virtual agents.

In such an IVE, a typical application lifecycle would be as follows: First, the user 
starts the REVE Worlds system and creates a new virtual world by loading a VERL 
file through the system's user interface. Then, they start as many external behaviour-
generation  applications  as  required  and  connect  them to  REVE  Worlds.  After  a 
connection  with  a  behaviour-generation  application  is  established,  REVE  Worlds 
creates a virtual body and yields control of it to the application, hence creating what is  
essentially  a  complete  virtual  agent.  After  they  have  been  created,  virtual  agents 
repeatedly perceive the virtual world and act upon it as dictated by their behaviour-
generation components.

To develop such an IVE, students shall follow the workflow described below:
1. Obtain a copy of the REVE Worlds system's distribution package and deploy 

it on a machine with sufficient 3D graphics rendering capabilities (the system 
can be deployed on either Microsoft Windows or Linux platforms).

2. Obtain  a  copy of  the  SARA  library  distribution  package,  deploy  it  on  a 
number of development workstations and configure their IDEs of choice so 
that Java-based projects can import and use it (the library is Java-based with 
no native dependencies and, as a result, can also be used on either Microsoft 
Windows or Linux platforms).

3. Produce a VERL definition for a virtual world using custom or ready-made 
X3D and VRML97 models.

4. Employ  the  SARA  library  to  produce  virtual  agent  behaviour-generation 
applications.

It should be apparent that the above methodology is quite different than approaches 
involving  self-contained  IVE-development  environments  that  rely  heavily  on 



graphical  design  tools  and,  frequently  ad  hoc,  scripting  languages,  as  well  as 
approaches  based  on  integration  of  general-purpose  technologies  and  tools  in 
application-specific  and,  more  often  than  not,  implementation-dependent  ways.  It 
requires students to actively investigate several theoretical topics related to virtual 
world  design  and  virtual  agent  behaviour  generation,  as  well  as  implement  their 
findings into the form of actual software components of complex IVE systems.

4. Case Study
The proposed methodology has been applied by students of the “Intelligent Virtual 
Environments” module of the “Advanced Information Systems” MSc course in the 
Department  of  Informatics,  University  of  Piraeus,  2010  (S.  Kougioumtzis,  K. 
Tyrovola, K. Vogias, S. Mitta), for the development of a fully-functional case study 
application, namely, a real-time strategy game driven by intelligent virtual agents.

4.1 Architecture and operation

The application's architecture is shown in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2. Case study application architecture

The  application  involves  two  opponent  teams  of  intelligent  virtual  agents  with 
different abilities, whose common goal is to gather useful, consumable resources from 
a shared virtual world that resembles a large, level valley.  Resources are scattered 



around the valley and are of three different kinds, namely, wood, food and gold. Each 
team must gather a user-defined amount of each kind of resource. The first team that 
manages to gather all required resources wins the game.

As shown in Figure 2,  the virtual world is managed by an instance of the REVE 
Worlds  system.  Each  resource  is  represented  by  a  specific  X3D  model:  food  is 
represented by a cow, wood by a tree and gold by a golden rock. The virtual world's  
structure, including resource locations, is predefined and provided to the application 
in the form of a VERL file. On the contrary, different initial resource quantities may 
be defined by the user for the same virtual world, as discussed later.

As the application runs, agents roam the valley looking for resources, the locations 
and quantities of which they do not initially know. Each agent consists of a virtual 
body (B1, B2, B3, etc., in Figure 2) and a behaviour generation component whose 
operation depends on the team the agent  belongs to.  There  are  two teams in the 
application, namely,  the  quick agents and the  cooperative agents.  Each team has a 
base at a certain location in the valley, represented by an X3D model in the form of a 
hut, which is the spawn location of its members. As further discussed later, the two 
teams compete with each other for the same valuable resources but using completely 
different strategies.

4.2 Master agent

The application also contains a single instance of a special type of agent that is a  
member of no tribe, namely, the master agent.

The master agent is non-embodied. Its role is that of a coordinator rather than an 
actual virtual world inhabitant. Its interaction with the virtual world is restricted to 
perception: it is omniscient and, as such, capable of perceiving the locations of all 
virtual agents as well as the locations and quantities of all resources in the valley.  
However, it is completely incapable of any kind of action: it can neither move nor 
gather  resources.  It  is  also in charge of all  accounting during the game:  it  stores  
information  about  available  and gathered  resources.  In  addition,  at  game  start,  it  
evenly distributes resources around the valley.

The master  agent also stores information about the virtual world, that is,  resource 
locations and quantities. It receives such information by virtual agents exploring the 
virtual world while searching for resources, and stores it on a per agent basis along 
with  locations  visited  and perceived,  so  that  each  virtual  agent's  own knowledge 
about the world can be clearly identified and passed along.

To conclude, the master agent constantly inspects the gathering progress and, when a 
team  meets  all  specified  victory  criteria,  it  proclaims  that  team  the  winner  and 
terminates the operation of all agents.



4.3 Quick agents

The behaviour of quick agents is simple and straightforward: they move fast and can 
gather all kinds of resources (group C in Figure 2). They search for resources around 
the valley. Upon finding one, they start the gathering procedure: they ask the master 
agent about it and, if it is not depleted, they load one resource unit, travel back to base 
and return to the location to load again. The procedure stops when the location is 
depleted, at which searching is resumed.

4.4 Cooperative agents

Cooperative agents adopt a strategy of synergy through communication, but move  
slower and work in groups dedicated to specific resources (groups  F,  G and  W in 
Figure 2). Just like quick agents, they search for resources in the valley. However, 
upon visiting a new location that does not contain any resources, a cooperative agent 
does not move to another one like a quick agent would do. Instead, it looks for team 
mates  in its  field of view. If  one is  spotted,  the two agents exchange world map 
information  through  the  master  agent,  essentially  becoming  aware  of  resource 
locations they have not visited. Afterwards, they resume searching for resources but, 
this time, taking under account the world knowledge they just obtained.

4.5 Implementation

Our students had only to implement the master agent and team-specific virtual agent  
behaviour  generation  components.  They  resorted  to  an  object-oriented  approach 
based on the Java programming language, something that enabled them to directly 
benefit from the SARA library.

The behaviour generation components operate on an infinite sense-decide-act loop 
that stops only if the master agent terminates the agent in case there is a winner. The  
perception  and  action  operations  are  performed  by  means  of  the  SARA  library's 
relevant facilities and involve exchange of AIP data with REVE Worlds over TCP/IP. 
The decision mechanisms are simple  finite state machines  structured according to 
each team's strategy. The master agent also employs the SARA library to perceive the 
virtual  world  and  is  controlled  by  a  finite  state  machine.  However,  it  contains  
additional data structures to store information received by agents and enable other 
agents of the same team access it according to a blackboard pattern. Also, it spawns 
behaviour generation components as child threads, hence enabling agents to operate 
concurrently and, at the same time, being able to pause and terminate them as needed.

4.6 A working example

To run the case study application, the user starts REVE Worlds and loads the virtual 
world definition VERL file. The virtual world is as shown in Figure 3.



 
Figure 3. The case study application's virtual world

The user then starts the master agent and sets initial resource quantities through its 
user-interface. The master agent then creates agents for both teams and starts them. 
As agents gather resources, those are shown along with additional information for the 
two teams on the master agent's user-interface, as shown in Figure 4.

   

Figure 4. The master agent's user-interface

Additional information (work done and map of the world known thus far, as well as a 
navigation mesh for realistic pathfinding) can also be retrieved. When a team wins, 
the game is over and a relevant message appears. Statistics about the last completed 
run can be found in the application's log file.

5. Conclusions
We have presented a  methodology for teaching Artificial  Intelligence and Virtual 
Reality topics to Computer Science students based on the process of intelligent virtual 



environment  development  using  our  REVE platform.  To evaluate  the  educational 
potential of the above methodology,  both BSc and MSc student groups were given 
relevant  course  assignments  between 2008 and 2010.  Each group's  project  had  a 
different  subject,  but  all  were  to  be  developed  using  REVE Worlds,  SARA and 
custom virtual agent behaviour-generation source code (the case study presented in 
Section  4  was  actually  one  of  those  projects).  Students  were  free  to  choose 
programming languages, implementation approaches and development tools for the 
behaviour generation components:  some groups produced Java source code,  while 
others relied on integration with the Prolog language and programmed virtual agent 
behaviour generation mechanisms declaratively. Overall, a total of 94 students were 
involved in 39 projects, of which 31 were BSc-level and 8 were MSc-level.

All  students had to tackle several  different  design and implementation issues at  a 
practical level: on one hand, they had to design their virtual worlds and, thus, were  
introduced to advanced computer graphics and Virtual Reality topics; on the other 
hand, they had to implement virtual agent behaviour-generation mechanisms, which 
led them to investigate areas in the field of Artificial Intelligence, such as knowledge 
representation, deliberation, inter-agent communication, competition and cooperation, 
and emotion modelling. That essentially gave them the opportunity to both enrich 
their  theoretical  background and advance their  software development  skills,  while 
remaining specifically within the context of IVE development thanks to the nature of 
the projects to be delivered and the tools they employed in their effort.  Also, the 
availability of several fully-implemented tools helped them in producing complete 
applications  and  acquiring  personal  experience  of  the  application  of  theoretical 
techniques in practice.

Judging by the number of students involved, the degree of cooperation within groups 
and the quality of the projects delivered, we feel that our experiment was successful  
and  that  it  provided  us  with  useful  insight  into  the  educational  potential  of  IVE 
development.
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Περίληψη
Τα Ευφυή εικονικά περιβάλλοντα έχουν αποδείξει την αξία τους ως εκπαιδευτικά εργαλεία 
πολλές  φορές  μέχρι  σήμερα.  Εντούτοις,  η  εκπαιδευτική  αξία  της  ίδιας  της  διαδικασίας 
ανάπτυξης ευφυών εικονικών περιβαλλόντων δεν έχει ακόμα διερευνηθεί επαρκώς. Σε αυτό 
το άρθρο παρουσιάζουμε μία μεθοδολογία διδασκαλίας θεμάτων Τεχνητής Νοημοσύνης και 
Εικονικής  Πραγματικότητας  σε  σπουδαστές  Επιστήμης  Υπολογιστών  βασισμένη  στην 
ανάπτυξη ευφυών εικονικών περιβαλλόντων με χρήση της πλατφόρμας REVE, καθώς και μία 
μελέτη περίπτωσης στο πλαίσιο ακαδημαϊκών μαθημάτων. Η μελέτη περίπτωσης συνίσταται 
στην ανάπτυξη από φοιτητές του Τμήματος Πληροφορικής του Πανεπιστημίου Πειραιώς ενός 
ολοκληρωμένου παιχνιδιού στρατηγικής καθοδηγούμενου από πράκτορες.

Λέξεις κλειδιά: Ευφυές Εικονικό Περιβάλλον, Ανάπτυξη Λογισμικού, Εκπαίδευση.


